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SPECIFICATIONS

C.N Spertini

Alalunga 33

1985

33.00 m

7.60 m

3 x 1,825 Hp Caterpillar C32 ACERT

27 kn

24 kn

21000 l

4000 l

5

6

Mediterranean France, France

Builder

Model

Registration Year

Length

Beam

Engine

Max Speed | RPM

Cruise Speed | RPM

Fuel tank capacity | Material

Water tank capacity | Material

Cabins

Baths

Visible



Notes
Experience the coastlines of the French and
Italian Rivieras, explore Tuscany or the
unspoilt bays of Corsica with all the unique
features ANTISAN has to offer.

Take a dive straight off the swim platform in
to crystal clear waters, or simply enjoy the
stunning Mediterranean scenery whilst
sipping a fresh cocktail on the sun deck.
The sun deck is a comfortable space for
relaxing, and an opening gathering area to
enjoy beautiful sunsets. Featuring a lounge
area, sun-beds and two semi-circular tables,
is the ideal place to enjoy al fresco breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Enjoy lovingly prepared
and beautifully presented dishes for an on
board fine dining experience, or even
ashore. Be it a formal affair, a casual lunch,
a gourmet delight or delicious local
delicacy, we can produce spectacular and
customized menus The main deck at the
core of the yacht’s heart offers calming
areas for interior living, dining and
lounging. Furthermore it accommodates
the master suite and the first class galley,
the exterior aft deck is ideal for enjoying
relax on a plump, luxurious sofa and enjoy
the sunset with a cool drink. The BOSE
surround sound system delivers the perfect
ambiance for welcoming guests for early
evening drinks or a cocktail party for larger
groups. Antisan's interior layout sleeps up to
11 guests in 5 rooms, including a master
suite, with large panoramic windows, upon
waking in the light and airy master cabin
guests are treated to spectacular views
straight over the bow and out to sea.
Discover the day’s picturesque destinations
and crystal clear waters directly from your
own private suite, the main deck’s master
suite is equipped with a king size bed,
satellite TV, DVD player, Wi-Fi, telephone
and Jacuzzi. Three double suites and one
twin suite, all furnished with en suite
bathrooms, are located on the lower deck,

each guest suite is air-conditioned and
equipped with entertainment and
communication systems (stereo sound
system, satellite TV, DVD player, Wi-Fi and
telephone), as well as ample wardrobe
space. All guest suites feature excellent
headroom and are beautifully finished in
warm inviting tones. Blue Double Suite
This double suite provides the necessary
amenities for your guests to relax in their
own privacy. Like the VIP suite, it also
features a queen-size bed and an en suite
bathroom. Yellow Double Suite Like the
blue double suite, this guest suite provides
the necessary elements to guarantee a
comfortable stay aboard for your guests,
friends or family members. Vip Suite
Situated on the lower deck, the VIP suite
serves as the second master suite. This
generous suite features an en suite
bathroom. Furthermore it is equipped with
a queen-size bed. Twin Double Suite Two
single beds with an additional pullman
bunk allow you to accomodate up to three
family members, friends, or guests. The
suite's layout would furthermore be suitable
for children. She is also capable of carrying
up to 6 crew onboard to ensure a relaxed
luxury yacht experience. Timeless styling,
beautiful furnishings and sumptuous
seating feature throughout to create an
elegant and comfortable atmosphere.
Antisan's impressive leisure and
entertainment facilities make her the ideal
charter yacht for socialising and
entertaining with family and friends. All you
have to decide is where to enjoy all the fun
and games. ANTISAN boasts plenty of
traditional water toys with all types and
sizes of towables, snorkels, waterskis,
kneeboard, surfboard and fishing. This
custom planing yacht also features ‘at
anchor stabilisers’ which work at zero speed,
increasing onboard comfort at anchor and
on rough waters.

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant
the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated.
This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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